EDITORIAL

COVID Heart: Fact or Friction
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Recent study published in Nature Medicine by researchers at the Veteran Affairs (VA), revealed that years after recovery from COVID 19, patient had increase risks of spectrum of cardiovascular disease including heart rhythm, myocarditis, myocardial infarction, thrombembolism and heart failure.¹

This study includes 153760 patients who used VHA services in 2019 and had COVID 19 and in 5637647 patient as control group. There were also 5859411 pre pandemic patients as historical control group.

Patient with more severe disease were at increase risk but risk were evident even with patient who had less severe symptoms.

Similar study based on US collaborative Network in TriNetx with a Cohert of more than 42 million recorded between January 2019 to March 2022 and in 431717 participants with SARS - COV - 2 tested populations, revealed that the COVID - 19 survivors had increase risk of cerebrovascular and cardiovascular risks.² The cardiovascular disease included arrhythmias especially atrial fibrillation, myocarditis, ischaemic heart disease, heart failure.

Al Ahy, one of the coauthor of the article published in Nature, wrote in his e mail “The researcher also was surprise to see elevated risk in people who were not hospitalized for COVID 19. The risk were evident in young people and in old people, in Black people and in White people, males and females, in people who smoke and in people who donot smoke, in people who have diabetic and who do have not diabetic – really did not spare any sub group”.³

Just in last october Aless andro et al while reviewing in long COVID made a question “ for clinician and researcher whether biomarker, ECG and clinical monitoring should be included in a schedule diagnostic protocol of COVID 19 patients aimed at defining the diagnostic path and protecting patients at risk of unexpected events.⁴

Now with this robust data from large Cohort, it seems that answer is clear and a patient with COVID – 19 should undergo physical, electrocardiographic and biochemical test during there follup in order to look at COVID 19 has a cardiovascular risk. In fact ACC in march 2022 issued a playbook for long COVID with cardiac involvment. Now a coordinated urgent global strategies is require to address the COVID heart.
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